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Abstract-This paper describes one example of multiple Fourier series which originate from a problem of 
spectral analysis of time series data. The example is exercised here with an algorithmic approach which can 
be generalized for other series manipulation on a computer.,The generalized approach is presently pursued 
towards applications to a variety of multiple series and towards a general purpose algorithm for computer 
algebra implementation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1844, Ada Augusta, the countess of Lovelace, who is also reputed to be the first programmer 
of the world, made the following prophetic statements about mathematics and machine cal- 
culations: 
Many persons who are conversant with mathematical studies imagine that because the business 
of [Babbage’s Analytical Engine] is to give its results in numerical notation, the nature of its 
processes must consequently be arithmetical nd numerical, rather than algebraical nd 
analytical. This is an error. The engine can arrange and combine its numerical quantities xactly 
as if they were letters or any dther general symbols; and in fact it might bring out its results in 
algebraical notation, were provisions made accordingly. 
Decades later, Professor D. Knuth saw it fit to preface his impressive volumes on computer 
programming bythese statements [l]. 
It is in this spirit that we present this paper as the first of an anticipated series to deal with 
the subject of computer manipulation f multiple series. Multiple series occur in a large variety 
of mathematical applications. They also come in a great diversity of forms. Until recently the 
manipulation of these series have always depended on human ingenuity and astute pattern 
recognition. However, in parallel with other attempts o utilize the computer for manipulation 
of formulas [2], it is timely to consider the possibility of using computers for the manipulation f 
multiple series. The first step towards uch an automation is to cast the problem into an 
algorithmic form, as propounded eloquently by Knuth[ 11. 
In this paper we take a real life example which arose from the study of power spectra for 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory Deep Space Network. The next section describes this problem. 
In Section 3 an algorithmic approach is proposed to manipulate Certain multiple series that 
came up in this problem. Subsequent i vestigations and reports will deal with generalization f 
this approach. Further investigations will lead to computer implementation f r such symbolic 
manipulation. 
2. AN FFT EXAMPLE 
In a number of problems involving spectral nalysis or time series data, there arises the need 
to manipulate multiple series for an eventual pplication by the Fast Fourier Transform. One 
such problem that came to our attention concerned the study of power spectra for the JPL 
Deep Space Network[3]. The main concern in this problem is to determine the spectral estimate 
variance resulting from using the FFT method on overlapped sequences of data points. 
To find the variance of the average of spectra from overlapped data sequences, it is first 
tThis paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at the Jet Propulsibn Laboratory, California 
Institute of Technology, under Contract NAS7-100, sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
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necessary tofind the covariance ofcorresponding spectral points in overlapped sequences. This 
covariance function is then used in the formula for the variance of the averaging statistic of 
non-independent terms. The time series data are assumed to be stationary zero mean Gaussian 
noise with samples uncorrelated to each other and with variance qual to g*. TO use the FFT, the 
power spectrum, P , of a series of data points may be written as 
where X, is the kth data point, M is the number of data points in the sequence and n is the 
number of the spectral points in the spectrum. M is considered tobe a power of two, and the 
range of n is 
(1) 
Equation (1) may be generalized tothe case of a power spectrum Pn,# of an overlapped data 
sequence, viz., 
P Il.0 =-&rgeXkexp(-y)] (2) 
where B is the number of data points between the starts of adjacent overlapped sequences. For 
8 equal to zero, the sequences are identical; and for 6 equal to M, the sequences are consecutive; 
when 8 is less than M, the sequences are overlapped; and for 8 greater than M, there are data 
points between the sequences which are not included in either sequence. 
Equations (1) and (2) can be expanded as follows: 
P n.e 
(3) 
(4) 
Using ( ) to indicate the ensemble mean or expected value, the product of the means and the 
mean of the product of the above two power spectra may be written as 
For this example the random variable Xr is specified as stationary, which permits the definition 
of correlation function 
B(JI) = (XLX‘+J (7) 
= ssgu2, 
where S is the Kronecker delta function. 
Finally the covariance function K,(e) of the power spectra may be obtained by the 
difference between eqns (5) and (6). using the notation of eqn (7): 
2m7 27rn* +~(k-L-~)~(k-L+7)}COS~COS- 
M’ (8) 
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The above steps are given in skimpy fashion only to motivate the problem of manipulating 
multiple series. More detailed escription of the above is to be found in Ref. [3]. The main 
message ofthis paper is to be found in the next section which presents an algorithmic approach 
to simplify eqn (8), and which serves as a seminal idea towards a general purpose algorithm. 
3. AN ALGORITHMIC APPROACH TO MANIPULATE THE MULTIPLE SERIES 
An important property in manipulating multiple series concerns exchanging the summations 
and corollarily, re-indexing. One algorithmic approach is via a “lambda function”, which is 
presently investigated byJ. Zmuidzinas and the present author: 
1 if isjsk A(kjik)=[O if j<iorj>k' 
Two important properties may be readily derived, 
shifting: A(i+m; j+m; k+m)=A(i;j;k) 
multiplication: h(i + m; j; k)A(i; j; k - I) 
=A(i+m; j;k-1) 
in other words, the more restrictive indexing “wins”. 
Now consider the two sums in eqn (8), i.e. separated by the + in { }, 
T K”(8) = s, + s,. 
Try the easier sum, S,, first. 
(9) 
WY 
(11) 
(12) 
sz=FqT A,(O; k; M - l)A,(-k; T; M - 1 -k) 
xA,(&L;8+M-l)A,(6-L;&etM-L-1)/3(k-L+~)C,C, (13) 
where C, and C, are obviously the cosine terms and the indexings on the summation are now 
unrestricted (because the A’s take over the restrictions) and therefore interchangeable. 
Let k = L + 4 and T = -.I,$, and apply eqn (7) to the B-functions, we have, 
S2= a2x 7 2 A,(O; L+$;M -J)A,(-L-$;r;M-l-t,k)AJ(e;L;etM-1) 
I $ 
xA.&L;$;e+-M-L-i)B(k-Ltr)c,c, 
= 0’ F= A,(O;Lt$;M-l)A,(-L-4; -&M-l-L-$) J, 
xh,(e;L;e+M-i)~(e-L;~;etM-L-i)c,c, (14) 
Now apply a sequence of transformations based on the shifting and multiplication formulas 
(10) and (11): 
A2+A2(0;L;M-1) for 820, 
A2A3 + As(B; L; M - 1) 
A,+A,(e;L+$;BtM-1) 
A,A,,+A6(& L++; M-l) 
.‘.S2 = CT’ 7= $ As(B; L;M-I)~(e;Lt~;M-l)C,?, (15) 
because 
c, = c_* = c, 
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Now since there is no explicit restriction on (I, we have to separate he two cases 4 L 0 and 1+5 > 0. 
(It so happens that for this particular problem C’: is an even function of $, and the problem 
simplifies further. But we are interested in general strategy and therefore need not invoke this fact.) 
Again applying the shifting and multiplication properties to S,, we have 
%+AJe-$;L;M-l-$) 
A46+A,(9;L;M-l-$) for *O 
:. s,= sz++s2- 
s2 
+ = (J4 
7= 
A,(e;L;M- $-l)As(O;$;W; 
+ 
= u’ T MO; $; M - 8 - l&(0; *; a)(M - 8’- lj)C,’ 
= a4 M$i” ( u - e - *)c:. 
B 
Since C’,Z does not depend on L, the L-sum can be simplified as follows: 
F A,(e;L;M-I-$)-,~(o;~;M-e-l)(M-e-JI) 
:. S,’ = a4 T MO; 4; =+b,(O; $; M - 0 - l)(M - e - tj)C,* 
Now consider the case $ < 0, i.e. 
s,- = u’ 7= A,(& L; M - l)A&; L + I/?; M - l)A,o(-~0; $ l)C,z $ 
= a’ F= As@; L; M - l)A&; L - $; M - l)A,&; I//; W; ti 
+A,(e+$;L;M-1) 
F A7+MO;9;M-e -l)(M-e-$) 
&Ao+A,,(1;S;M-l-e) 
. : s2- =u’TA,,(1;((1; M- l- e)(M-e-W',*, 
=s,+-(M-B). 
And 
M-B-1 
S2=2u4 +& (M- e-$)C',2+ u’(M-8). I 
Turning our attention to the other sum, viz., 
Sl=pFq A,(O; k; M - I)A,(-k; 7; M-k - 1) 
xAJ(e;L;e+M-I)A,(B-L;l&8+M-L-i) 
x/3(k - L)@(k - L f T - $,C,C, 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
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Let k = Z, and T = $, and again applying eqn (7) to the 2 @-functions, we eliminate the L-sum 
and r-sum: 
s, = v A,(O; k; M - l&(-k; #; M - 1 -k) ti 
xh,(O;k;8+M-l)A,(B-k;$;B+M-k-l)C,Z 
A,A,+ A&; k; M - 1) 
A&,+A&‘-k;$;M-k-l) 
:. s, = P AJ(8; k; M - l&(8; JI + k; M - 1)C;. # 
(23) 
(24) 
A comparison with eqn (15) shows that 
s, = s,. (25) 
Therefore, combining eqns (12), (21) and (25), we find the simplified form of the covariant 
function to be 
(26) 
4. CONCLUSION 
This note is seminal in nature. It shows via one “real world” example that the manipulation 
of a multiple series, which heretofore has depended largely on human ingenuity, can be 
re-formulated into an algorithmic context, which is then suitable for computer implementation. 
It is intended that a subsequent paper by J. Zmuidzinas and this author will describe a more 
general purpose algorithm. 
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